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Motivation and Introduction

➢ In ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions, conducted at 

the Large Hadron Collider and at the Relativistic Heavy Ion 

Collider with the aim to explore and characterize matter 

under extreme conditions – Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP).

➢ Signaled by an abrupt increase in energy and particle 

densities about ~1 fm/c (10-24 s) after the collision.

➢ Collective properties are lost on a timescale of 

~10 fm/c due to fast fluid-like expansion.

➢ The QGP is believed to have existed during the first 

microseconds of our Universe’s lifetime!

Where and why would one study the Quark-Gluon Plasma?

Wit Busza et al. Heavy Ion Collisions: The Big Picture
and the Big Questions. Annual Review of Nuclear and Particle 

Science, 68(1):339–376, 2018.

Hot and dense soup of 
deconfined quarks 

and gluons!



PhD research aim: To endow jets produced in heavy-ion collisions with the 

ability to serve as yoctosecond-resolution probes of the QGP.

How does one study the Quark-Gluon Plasma?

➢ To study the rapid time evolution of the QGP, then one 

needs a probe that can identify different timescales

during the first 10 fm/c of the collision. 

➢ Hadronic jets are produced concurrently with the 

QGP, through which they have to propagate. Their 

evolution spans a wide range of scales, being sensitive to 

the QGP at different timescales. 

M. van Leeuwen. Results of the ALICE 
experiment. 54 Int. Winter Meet. on Nuc. 

Phys., 2016.



State of the Art

Jet quenching – modifications of a jet’s energy and internal structure (substructure) in 

comparison to the vacuum reference - has been identified as a promising path to extract the 

time dependence of the QGP properties [1]. For a model of in-medium jet evolution to be 

successful in this sense, one should be particularly concerned with:

Collisional energy loss 
[2] via elastic scatterings.

… and QGP response [5], the modifications effected by a jet on the QGP.

Radiative energy loss [3] 
via medium-induced 

bremsstrahlung radiation.

The interplay between the 
QGP resolution length

and transverse size of the 
jet [4].



My proposal: To provide a first principles description of vacuum-like 

and medium-induced emissions as time-ordered processes.

Additive perturbative 
term (Q-PYTHIA)

Dynamical account of 
jet-QGP interactions 

(JEWEL)

...

What about the 
space-time 
evolution?

+

Existing Monte Carlo simulations of heavy-ion collisions implement:

Momentum space 
parton shower (DGLAP equations)

N. Armesto et al (2009). Q-PYTHIA: a medium-
modified implementation of final state radiation.

K. Zapp (2014). JEWEL 2.0. 0: directions for use.



Work Plan

?

1 Formulation and computational implementation of in-medium time-ordered jet evolution.

2 Identify jet definition(s) with optimal sensitivity to time dependence, exploring 
modern deep learning architectures.

OR

Which branching history is most suitable?

Momentum-space Space-time
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QCD-based intuition

High level representations of 
jets

+

Jet substructure 
observables 

sensitive to relevant 
timescales

3 Engineer observables for extraction of QGP time evolution.
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via e.g. 
Computer 

Vision 
techniques


